
333 Fabrications HD Billet Rack Clamp Installation Instructions 

 

1. Gain access to the stock bracket under the passenger side of the vehicle. Remove skid 

plates if applicable. It may be necessary to remove the front sway bar if it is in the way. 

2. Using a 19mm socket, remove the bolt and the nut. Leave the stud installed. 

3. Remove the stock bracket. It may be necessary to use a pry bar or a long screwdriver to 

remove it. 

4. Check that the stud has not backed out. You can tighten the stud with a 10mm wrench. 

The stud does not need to be torqued down, just fully seated. It is recommended to 

remove the stud and install red thread locking compound to ensure that it does not 

back out. 

5. Install the HD Billet Rack Clamp over the bushing. Make sure the clamp is oriented the 

correct way (Note: This will be vehicle dependent. The clamp may fit in either direction 

depending on how your vehicle was manufactured). The smaller hole fits over the 

14mm stud and the bigger hole goes to the with the bolt. Our clamp is going to fit 

tighter than stock, so it may be necessary to tap on the clamp to get it to fully seat. Use 

a rubber mallet and gently tap on the clamp. DO NOT strike the clamp with a metal 

hammer. 

6. Once the clamp is mostly seated, reinstall the factory hardware with the supplied 

washers. There are two different size washers so make sure that you install them in the 

proper location. The smaller 14mm washer goes on the stud and the larger 16mm 

washer goes on the bolt. Failure to install the washers will cause the hardware to mar 

the aluminum. It is highly recommended to install the factory hardware with red thread 

locking compound to prevent the hardware from backing out. 

7. Check that the bushing fits uniformly all the way around before fully tightening. Do not 

apply any lubricants on or around the bushing. 

8. Slowly tighten the hardware back and forth. Torque to 123ft-lbs. Check torque again 

after 100 miles. 


